1. The first one is wireless charger for iphone. People started to tend using the wireless things such as bluetooth earbuds and speaker. People currently tend to use only wireless things after wireless charger for iphone comes out. We used to think wire is needed to connect with two things. However, people currently do not need or tend to have wire as they can do everything with wireless stuff. The second one is self cashier at the store. All the store can reduce the expense of hiring people, therefore, they can get more profit. The third one virtual reality. The quality of entertainment got so much better with virtual reality. For instance, NBA got better quality of the introduction for starting lineup. It used to be made by video and other stuff such as fire. However, some of the teams use virtual reality before the game starts, and all the fans get more hyped than they used to.

2. My major is sports management and marketing. The technology can organize the schedule, goals and everything that belongs to the company easily. The bosses can connect with their employees and business partner easier with social media. It is easier to sell tickets for the sports events through the internet.

3. (1)Monkey Health Explorer. (2) The project is about identifying what kind of white blood cells they are. (3)Whole blood contains many different types of cells, scientists need our help to identify the types of cells in the whole blood from each animal. (4)I do not think this is good because I do not think anyone would be serious to identify each different type of white blood cells. (1)Detecting early signs of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) in retina images (2) to create a computer model based on artificial intelligence to be able to detect early signs of diabetic retinopathy. (3) Model can only be trained successfully by supplying it with a huge amount of example, that is why they need our help. (4) As they just need sample as much as they want, this is good.

4. Benefits of the human genome project through computing is that the project would make progress faster as computing can help to organize data. If only humans can organize data, there would not be enough time to do this project. The harmful effects that some scientists who are interested in this can get all those data without researching. Benefits of clinical success machine project through computing is that they can get data and send to people quickly. They would not be able to send the data to people so fast without internet. The harmful effects is that if the computing got broken or error and get data what is not true, a huge amount of people get incorrect data.

5. I would say yes since people get more information from the internet, people naturally express their own psychometrics. People just naturally get more information as technology got better. People can be more likely to trust information without doubt, as the technology is getting better, and fake account can exist easily and people might get into trouble with fake accounts.